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Evolution to the rescue: Comparative 

approaches for structured RNAs
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RFAM Bacterial RNase P class B Alignment 

RF00011, rendered using JalView

} Structure (å phenotype) typically more conserved than sequence

} Covariations/compensatory mutations hint towards shared structure
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Evolution to the rescue: Comparative 

approaches for structured RNAs

} Idea: If MSA is available and can be trusted, fold columns! 

} From unaligned sequences, chicken vs egg paradox

} Plan A: Align sequences, then Fold columns

} Plan B: Fold/align simultaneously (Sankoff)     Ÿ Ū(n3m+Ct)/Ū(n2m+Ct) time/memory

} Plan C: Fold sequences, then Align structures

[Gardner & Giegerich, BMC Bioinfo 2004]

RNAAlifold [Bernhardt et al, BMC Bioinfo 2008]



Software for RNA comparative folding

[Will et al, Plos Computional Biology 2007]

}Tools mostly differ by their algorithmic strategy

}Variations: phylogenetic tree, pseudoknots, helix-based, 2+ sequences, 

integration of multiple methodsé



BRAliBase

} Benchmark(s) of sequence/structure alignment contributed in 2004-2005

} Cited ~800 times, de facto validation for new tools

} Based on accepted sequence/structure alignments from RFAM
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[Griffiths-Jones et al, Nucleic Acids Res. 2003]



The BRAliBase dent

} The Dent = Quality drop in 40%-60% sequence identity

} Tool-independent phenomenon first identified in 2005

} Reproduced by following tools & improved benchmarks

} Inspiration for new algorithms, creative conjecturesé
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